Gratitude and Acknowledgements

The problems prevailing in a developing nation are numerous because the system has to work on two folds. First is to maintain the pace of the development and the second is to correct the system which is stopping the development. The reasons may be many like lack of resources, lack of skills, lack of commitment at various level or corruption etc. The present work has been designed to look into the aspect in which an accountable and transparent system can be made for the development of the country as well as justice is to be done with all sections of the society. Although it is not a simple task to achieve and this system is basically evolved for maintaining the checks and balances in the governance.

At the completion of arduous work it gives pleasure and satisfaction when the stage of writing Gratitude and Acknowledgements is achieved.

After successful completion of my post graduation, my academic appetite cropped up and I was looking forward for an opportunity to gratify the same. Then, I approached Dr. Mridul Srivastava, Assistant Registrar & Faculty in Criminology, Dr. RML National Law University, Lucknow and Ph.D Supervisor JJT, University for guiding and supervising my doctoral research and it took only few seconds to him to make a decision that the work on the Jan Lok Pal can be undertaken. From the bottom of my heart, I thank him for giving me this opportunity and support without which this work cannot come in this beautiful form. It has been wonderful experience working under Dr. Srivastava because after getting my research work initiated, I was given complete liberty to incorporate and/or to bring any idea for open discussion with him. Although he is pre occupied with so many important engagements but he never refused the appointments with me and accommodated me as and when requested.

I am at loss to find the words for being thankful to Dr. Madhu Gupta, JJT University, there are no words to define or to suggest the motivation, support and guidance I had drawn throughout my life. I am also thankful to my coordinator in JJT, University, Rajasthan.
My husband Dr. Anup Yadava and my little daughters supported me in real sense so that I may find time for my studies. Their love, affection and contribution in my life is everything to me and also remarkable. I am thankful to my parents who have shown me a right path in life and I cannot pay back this debt in this life.

For all my mistakes in the present work, I sincerely and candidly admit that they are mine and therefore, I tender my unqualified and unequivocal apologies.

Last but not least I am grateful to the JJT University for accepting me as research scholar for undertaking the present work.

(Rashmi Yadava)